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Harry Styles as a Feminine Spectacle 

When Harry Styles began his Fine Line ‘era’ in late 2019 with his second solo album, he 

amplified his feminine image. This image began in his late One Direction days and into his first 

solo album with subtle drifts from masculine style but strengthened in 2019. He cultivated his 

feminine image through his style, which embraced traditionally feminine silhouettes and fabrics. 

His promotional photographs featured him in extravagant and flamboyant outfits. He was lauded 

across social media for wearing lipstick and earrings. He found an undeniable power in 

positioning himself as feminine. His femininity, though, did not just come from his dresses and 

painted nails. His position as a spectacle and close bonds to his feminine audience complicated 

his ability to inhabit a masculine subject position. Instead of rejecting these threads of femininity, 

he embraced them. Through Ulrika Dahl’s (2012), I find explanations of how Harry Styles was 

initially linked to the feminine and destabilized gendered expectations by embracing it. Liz 

Conor’s (2004) work positions Styles as an active feminine spectacle. Styles’s position as a 

spectacle creates room for him to worship the feminine and be worshiped as feminine, which 

connects to Brett Farmer’s (2005) point that excessive femininity opens up space for 

transcending oppressive gender expectations.   

There is something perhaps ironic about choosing a man as a feminine object to study. I 

admit that it is worth questioning Styles’s position as a feminine object. Does his masculine 

persona outside of his artistic work undermine his position as a feminine object? Is it just his 

masculinity that gives him power? These speculations rely on perhaps disreputable assumptions 
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about his life outside of his work and restrictive and binary understandings of masculinity and 

femininity. Through expansive and transcendent conceptions of femininity provided by Dahl 

(2012), Conor (2004), and Farmer (2005), Harry Styles can be understood as garnering feminine 

power. 

As a masculine subject with an overwhelmingly feminine audience, Styles’s position in 

masculinity was questioned. Relatedly, his position as a serious artist was questioned. This 

questioning of power showcases how that which is attached to the feminine is reduced to 

superficiality. I suspect this is because, as Dahl (2012)  notes, “femininity is largely understood 

as an obstacle to subjecthood, as superficial and problematic, as that which makes us vulnerable 

(Ahmed 2004; Dahl 2010) or as what takes us away from “serious” matters, thus rendering even 

the very interest in femininity politically suspect” (61). Harry Styles’s artistry was questioned 

because it spoke to feminine subjects, which will always be seen as suspect. Instead of refuting 

or rejecting this position, Styles has embraced and defended it. In an interview with Rolling 

Stone magazine, he defended his feminine audience, saying, “you gonna tell me [young girls are] 

not serious? How can you say young girls don’t get it? … – they don’t lie. If they like you, 

they’re there. They don’t act ‘too cool.’ They like you, and they tell you” (Crowe 2017). The 

embracing of his feminine audience creates a space of feminine power at his shows - all of that 

which is considered superficial is celebrated and is seen as holding power.  

He also embraces the feminine through his image. As a masculine subject, he destabilizes 

gendered expectations as he creates an image that embodies the feminine. This image is 

interrogated and problematized as it represents “the fear of the feminine “out of place”” (Dahl 

2012, 59). When Harry Styles graced the cover of Vogue in a dress, conservative figure Candace 

Owens criticized his success when she tweeted, “bring back manly men” (@RealCandaceO, 
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November 14, 2020). Harry Styles is a threat to conservative ideology because he attempts to 

subvert the age-old structuring of femininity as lesser than masculinity and confined in the 

woman’s body (Dahl 2012, 58). Styles is threatening because, under this conception of 

femininity, he is giving up power to embrace femininity. Yet, he does not really lose any power 

at all.  

A significant amount of Harry Styles’s success is based on his image. The image that he 

has made for himself in his solo career is decidedly and unapologetically feminine. His 

relegation to the feminine and his subsequent embracing of it positioned him as a spectacle. Liz 

Conor (2004) explains that in modern culture that privileges the visual, men set themselves as 

spectators and women (and femininity) as spectacle (17). Harry Styles’s celebrity status also 

labelled him a spectacle, a feminine position, rather than a masculine spectator. In a sense, he 

lost his power of looking as he was hyper surveilled. His position reflects how feminine subjects 

“have been subjected to an intensive, intrusive, and disciplinary surveillance” (Conor 2004, 18). 

Despite this, Conor (2004) writes that, for women, 

this spectacularization did not, in itself, mean that women could not produce or occupy 

modern subject positions. Indeed, by turning themselves into spectacles women could 

enter new feminine categories even as they were being imaged and typed by modernity’s 

representational systems. (29) 

Similarly to modern women, Harry Styles does not exist as a passive spectacle (Conor 2004, 29). 

His agency comes through his conscious construction of a feminine image, even as this choice is 

constrained. Femininity has power through creating itself as a spectacle. As we exist in a visual 

culture, judgement is placed on the body no matter what one does. To create an image of oneself 
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is to take control of the power of being looked at. Harry Styles uses his position as a spectacle to 

subvert gendered expectations and embrace the feminine.  

The way that Harry Styles embraces his position as a spectacle opens himself and his fans 

up to uninhibited feeling and expression. Brett Farmer (2005) explains how “gay men engage 

divas as imaginary figures of therapeutic escapism” (169) to transcend the restrictive and 

oppressive realities of heteronormative culture. The figure of Harry Styles may operate similarly 

for his fans. The feminine is openly celebrated when he performs onstage. For these moments, 

the restrictive and shaming realities of the heteronormative patriarchy are subverted. In this 

space, femininity is not shamed for being lesser than masculinity, or not being serious, or being 

too excessive and emotional. It is the unfiltered passion for this image and this art that is seen as 

extraordinary. Excessiveness and emotionalness are centre stage and revered. This celebration of 

the feminine reflects Farmer’s (2005) point that  

these moments of hysterical excess, of extreme passions and outrageousness, … 

constitute powerful points of transcendence where the constraints of sexual, social, and 

textual normativity are refused and space is opened, however partially, for alternative 

visions and structures of meaning. (180) 

At his performances, neither Styles nor his audience is subject to restrictive gender expression. 

Even if it is limited or momentary, they have created an alternative vision of femininity. One that 

is still excessive and emotional but taken seriously. 

While the dynamic between Harry Styles and his feminine audience technically fulfills 

the heteronormative position of a feminine subject “worshipping” a masculine subject, his 

commitment to the feminine complicates the relationship. It is not only that he creates space for 

uninhibited expressions of femininity. He partakes in these expressions himself through his 
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image, art, and performances. He transcends oppressive gendered structures and invites his 

audience to do the same. When thinking through Brett Farmer’s (2005) analysis on diva worship, 

Styles operates as both the diva and the worshipper. It is his femininity that is being worshipped 

by his fans, but he also worships the feminine. The bond he created with his audience is pinned 

on his celebration of the feminine. He finds nothing pathetic in the feminine - he embraces its 

aesthetics and expressions. When feminine subjects are told their entire lives that their interests 

and desires are superficial and unimportant - meaningless, even - such an unapologetic 

celebration of the feminine that Harry Styles provides gives relief in an inarticulable manner.  

Harry Styles as a feminine object shows that embracing femininity is a constrained 

choice. There is little power available for femininity under heteropatriarchy, but it is not 

powerless.  Harry Styles has embraced a feminine image. The works of Dahl (2012), Conor 

(2004), and Farmer (2005) help explain what this image does and how it operates. Harry Styles’s 

embracing of femininity exposes himself and his fans to the possibility of a femininity that is not 

shamed or shameful. Through an unfiltered admiration of the feminine, Harry Styles creates a 

place that asserts a seriousness and value in excessive femininity, even if only for a moment.  
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